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Orthogonality in the N-way Nested Classification

Ortogonalność w N-krotnej klasyfikacji hierarchicznej 

Ортогональность в N-факторной иерархической классификации

Introduction. Let us consider an N-way hierarchical classification in 
which classification AN is nested within classification AJV_1, classifica
tion An_! is nested within AN_2 and so forth until classification 
kef Vi i2 denote the “true” mean of the (in i2, ..., ijyjth cell, i.e. 
the mean value of the yield obtained where classification A2 is at the 
h-th level, classification A2 is the (ini2)th level,..., and classification 
Av is at the (ilf i2,..., i,v)th level. The mean r}i,i2... iN is usually broken 
nP into a general mean p, an effect due to the ipth first stage class 
•4),, an effect due to the (in i2)th second stage class Aji<2, ... and 
an effect due to the (i1,i2, ...,i^)th A-th stage class
i.e.:

(1)

Where ij =1,2,

M + «q + a?i<2 +... + aN,..

(p =2,3,..., A).af— 1,2,
ihe af . . is the number' of levels of the classification A„ within the

t2, •••, h,_i)th class of the classification Ap_,.
It nothing more is stated about the decomposition, these components 
°f the decomposition are not uniquely defined. It is for this reason to 
Jlnpose some constraints among these components. In order to seek for 
a set of reasonable and intuitively acceptable constraints, we introduce 

every class (»2, i2, ..., ip) of classification Ap(p = 1, 2, ..., A) a posi
tive weight wfit-2 ..jp. The purpose of introducing such weights is to 
‘tavelop a unified treatment of the identification problem in the decompo
sition (1) of the mean % t- . The constraints are then as follows:

(2) у
*1’2- A.- 41’2- = 0 for all ix, i2, >-i (p = 1, 2, ..., A).w
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Without loss of generality we may assume that:

(3) =1 for a11 P = 1,2,...,JV.
lp

The restrictions (2) and decomposition (1) give the following definitions 
of the general mean u and the effects

(4) /* = 21 ' • • • • • S<2-.<N

»1 »2 ÙV

= J J.. . V*• ...ilî2**»îp + l llî2,,,tp+2
h»+i */5+2 W

A’ y ■ • X Wb»2- wh’2- • ■ W ^’i»2- • • W

«.V

(P =1,2,...,JV-1)
N __ V 1 jv

a»1<2-"iW — rtili2...iN~ 2^ Wi1i2...iN'lli1i2...iN-
*N

Let 3/q<2-.-w+i denote the ijY+1th observation in the (ilt i2, iN)th 
subclass. The mathematical model of the N-way nested classification may 
be expressed as:

^N+1 2j • ^h*p2‘..ijv’

The random error connected with the observation Vi ,■ is denoted
as iNi.1- We assume that the random variables. eili2...iN+l have 
normal independent distributions with zero means and the same variances 
<%•

In thus expressed model the true mean of the . ...iN)th cell is
equal to:

(6) = = (wqi2-..<r) ^qq-’-’v+i
hv+i

We now consider testing the following hypotheses //1? H2, HN+i 
against where:

q. v = ft. , . __ft . — o
• \r2...tN+1 V'li2---{N+1 v

(7) Ht: r,-if2...<A.+1 = 0, = 0. (t = 1, 2, W)

SN+l: =0,^=0.
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For further considerations we find matrices A, At(t = 1,2, ..., JV+1) 
which permit to introduce assumptions (S and the hypotheses Ht (t = lf 
2, ..., N +1) in the form:

(8)
& : 0e& where Q = {0 : AS = 0}

Ht: Oca>t where co, = {0 : AO = 0 and At0 = 0}.

The elements of the vector 0 occurring in the formulas (8) are the values

The matrix A will have n rows and n columns where

n
’1 »2 hv

The element in the (ix, i2, •••, ijv+1)th row and in the (jlfj2, ..., jN+1)th 
column of the matrix A is equal to

1
d‘Vi \i2- ■ • äiNiN(9) *^dl ^’2>2-' ‘ ^JV+dv+l

'hh—is
■where ct,7 is the Kronecker delta
Similarly the matrix At will have rows and n columns where

*1 ’2 •A’

The element in the (ix, i2, ..., iA-)th row and (jx, j2, ...jjV+1)th column 
of the matrix Ax is equal to

(10) (^i2i2‘ ■ • ditfin whh—iN\h‘' ’ ö*n+i1n+ J'

The matrix At(t —2,S,...,N) will be av ,+I x n where 

a?,v-<+i = y Y y ow-<+i

and the (ix, i2, 
°f the form

ll <2 fv-<+i 

■, ijy_(+1)th row will have the (ji,j2, ..., JAr+i)th element

(11) (^Pa‘ ’ wJi>2 - -/a ^di’ ’' ^0v-<+dN-<+i

.w\’iii2-iN ^dd' ’ \v-ito-P ‘

The element in the (jnj2, ... j^+Jth column of the matrix Av+1, which 
18 1 x n, will be equal to

(12)
n,hh-iN

n

1

'JiH-iN

n

Jf-t+1

n'i]i2-)N
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The identity of the expressions (7) and (8) can be easily proved by multi
plying any row of the matrices A, At(t = 1,2,... N +1) and the vector 0. 
This gives us the definition of the hl or the effect atfa+ilN_l+1 res'
pectively. For the above defined matrices A, At the following relations 
are satisfied :

Lemma 1. The matrices A, At hold the conditions

(13) AtA' =0 (t = 1,2, ...,N+1).

Proof : For the proof it is enough to show that the product of any row 
of the matrix A, and of any row of the matrix A equals zero. This consist 
in multiplying each of the expressions (10), (11), (12) by (9) and summing 
on Jn 3« > •••> 3.v+i •

Orthogonality. According to the definition of Darroch and Silvey [1], 
an experimental design (5) is orthogonal relative to a general linear model <S 
and linear hypotheses Hx, H2, ..., HN+1 [see (8)], if and only if, with this 
design, the subspaces £2, aq, ..., œv+1 satisfy the conditions

(14) wf r\£2 C\Q for all t, r,

t r, i.e. the orthogonal complements of wz, o>r with respect to £2, are 
mutually orthogonal. Seber [4] showed that the conditions (14) are 
equivalent to
(15) AtA^. = 0, for all t, r; t r,

where the matrices At, Ar(t, r = 1, 2,..., N +1) defined by the formulas 
(10) — (12) satisfy Lemma 1.

Using the conditions (15), we derive necessary and sufficient conditions 
for this system of hypotheses to be orthogonal.

Theorem. N-way hierarchical classification, in which all 0,
is orthogonal relative to a general linear model (S and the hypotheses 
Hl, H2, ..., HN+l if and only if

where n°

(16)

•p+l ip+2 *N
Proofs Let, that design be orthogonal, i.e.

AaA' =0, q r; q, r = 1,2,..., N+l.

Then the product of the (in i2, ..., Lv-j>+i)lk row the matrix Ap(p 
— 1,2, ..., N) and the matrix A'v+i gives the condition
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>N-p+2--iN^ 1V-p+l<V-p+

, ,2V

Where

^Vl-^AT-p = ^n{li2-iN-piN-
. }n-p+ 1 bv

X (w^rv+l WN I2' *1*2 •■•*AT-jPjV-J>+l *l<2—*V-p>.V-p+Pv-j> + 2’ ' ' *l<2" *.V~phv-p+r 'hv' '

It will be proved now that from the condition (w) the following condition 
can be derived

<w') 8?~p 
»1o*i-*v-d a,v-p

*1<2—*W-P
(p =1,2, .V).

To complete the proof it will be proved that the condition (w') is satisfied 
for p = 1. The condition (w) for p = 1 is expressed as

Wili2-iN

nip2.-ijf
— StN~p

Multiplying this equation by ntl,-2 iy and summing on iv gives

oa-i

«AT-1
»1*2---’A7-!

Similarly it can be proved that if the condition (w') is satisfied for a 
p < N —1, it is also satisfied for p +1.
For the conditions (w) and (w') we have

w,N-p + l

„.V-p + 1 
*1*2"-*AT-J>+1

N-l (p = 1,2,N)
n

and hence the dependence (16) is directly derived. Let us now suppose 
that the conditions (11) hold. Then the elements of the matrix J.,(t = 
= 1,2,..., N +1) are as follows

^■p : • • ^‘N-p+liN-p+ 1 —

“ 5«Pi \h’ ■ • \v-jPa-j, 1 (P = 1 » 2 » " ’ • ’ »

JliV+1: 1/n. It can be easily proved that for these matrices hold 

ApA'Q = 0 (p ^q, p,q =1,2, ...,N+1).

We shall prove the condition for p = 1, q = 2.
The product of the («n i2, ..., ijV)th row of the matrix A j and tlie(q, t,,...
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..., row of the matrix As is equal to

[dqjj... ôiNjN(nj1...jN) • •
>1 JN 

„N-1 \ —In

''■ ^i\v-2hv-/nh"-hv-2) ] nhh---iN 

= S ^‘ltf • • ^N-dN-l ~ ‘Pl1
>1 iN-1 

L,.V-1 \-l„.V-l• • • tt-w • • Vv-^-, K’W"1 -

' ^*\V-2hV-2 • -iN-2^ -1 ■
It is easy to see that it is equal to zero. In the same way we can prove the 
remaining conditions.
Thus we have shown that if all niiitt^{ > 0, the orthogonality of an A-way 
nested classification depends only on the choice of weights occurring in 
restictions. It is easy to see that the assumption niiit^iy> 0 does not 
limit the generality of the theorem.

Analysis of variance. In further considerations our attention will be 
focused on an orthogonal case, i.e. on the case when all > 0 and
the weights satisfy the conditions (16). To find the sums of squares due 
to the hypotheses Ht, H2, ..., HN+y the two following Lemmas are 
indispensable:

Lemma 2. If the matrices A, At(t = 1,2, ..., N +1) satisfy the condi
tions (8), (13) and (15), the least squares estimate of the vector At 0(t = 1,2, 
...jA'+l) is

At9 = A,y.

Proof. Prom the Gauss-Markov theorem (see theorem 3.51 [6]) we have 
At6 = AtPy but P = I — A'(AA')_1A where A is the matrix of lineary 
independent rows of A. Hence At0 — At(I — A'(AA')~lA)y — Aty.

Lemma 3. If the matrices A, Aj(t = 1,2, ..., A+1) satisfy the condi
tions (8), (13) and (15), the acceptance of any of the hypotheses IIj : 0 coy 
(j = 1,2,..., N +1) does not cause any change of the least squares estimates 
of the vectors At0(t j, t = 1,2, ..., W+1).

Proof. Let the hypothesis Hfi Qe a)j be true, where cq

is the null space of KJ-

-4tl
i.e.cu

e denote the projection operator to the o>} as

Pj, then I-Pj is the projection operator to the mf =

7
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Aj] where Ii [A] denotes the range space of A. On the other hand, it appears 
from the conditions A'-Aj = 0 (t j) and AA't = 0 (t = 1,2, ..., N +1), 
that -B[A^] is orthogonal to li[A', A']. Hence we have that (I — P^A't 
= 0 or At(I—P}) = 0. The least squares estimate of the vector At 0(t j) 
for Oeciij is

A,P>ÿ = A,y-A,(I-PJ)ÿ = Aty,

hut Aty is the least squares estimate of the vector A, for OtQ.
It follows from lemma 2 and lemma 3 that the least squares estimates /z,

in the orthogonal N-way nested classification can be derived 
immediately from the definitions (4), (6), (13) of the parameters, namely

aq<2...<p — yiliï...ip_l (P — 1, 2, ..., JV)

"where*

2/fl’2-

»1 »2 lv+1

»1*2- • r1 y y
’p + 1 ip+2

y,-
*xV+l

l’2---’AT+l (p = 1,2,..., N).= « V

The likelihood ratio criterion for testing Ht(t = 1,2,N +1) is equiva
lent to

„ y’(Pa-Pmt)y. y'(I~Po)y ± f _----------— ------------------
ve

"Where vc = «-dimension (12) and vt = dimension (12)-dimension (<uz )•!'’, 
has a central F distribution under the hypothesis Ht and a non-central 
P distribution under the alternative with vt, ve degrees of freedom. 
The sums of squares 8St = y'(Pu-P^t) y and SSe = y'(I—Pa) y can be 
found by means of Lemma 3, namely

V ^-<+1 («^.-‘+1
• Zj ”‘l>2...»A-_J+l'U‘l’2---’V-<+? •

element of the vector 0n is equal 

•••> bv+i)tb element of the vector

=(êû-0<B/(êfl-êa,J) =2’2’-
•i <2

ft is so because the (i1? i2, ...» £y+i)th
N

to Â+JâJb. <. whereas the (£n ia, 
« p-1 12 p v
% is equal to /t + £

p=i
p#.V-< + l
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For the same reason

— w*2
and

v («..
•JV+1

‘V+l »/■V•l'2-hV'

From the above results we obtain the following table of analysis of variance. 
Table 1. Null-hypotheses, degrees of freedom and sums of squares for

orthogonal N-way nested classification.

Null-hypothesis Degrees of 
freedom Sum of squares

Ht = a‘p2...q = 0 
for all ix42,

r( = a[ — a1,"1

»1 if

(t =1,2,...,N)
: = 0 vn+i — 1

•

S8N+l = np*

Error ’’e — n — a?

il *N+1
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STRESZCZENIE

W pracy otrzymano warunki konieczne i dostateczne ortogonalności 
N-krotnej klasyfikacji hierarchicznej zgodnie z definicją ortogonalności
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podaną, w pracy Dorroch i Silvey [1]. Dla ortogonalnej N -krotnej klasy
fikacji hierarchicznej podano estymatory parametrów oraz tabele analizy 
wariancji.

РЕЗЮМЕ

Получены необходимые и достаточные условия ортогональности 
-^-факторной иерархической классификации в смысле определения 
ортогональности, приведенной в работе [1].

В случае ортогональной 2Г-факторной иерархической классифи
кации получены оценки параметров и критерии значимости для про
верки гипотез об эффектах исследуемых факторов.


